GLOBAL ARTS, MEDIA, AND WRITING STUDIES PRESENTS

ARTS WEEK
February 29th - March 7th

ANDREW BURKUM
PODCASTING WORKSHOP

March 6th, 2020  9:00AM - 12:00PM  ACS 110

The Merritt Writing Program is excited to offer three podcasting workshops during the Spring 2020 semester. In each of these podcasting workshops, participants will learn the basics of podcasting from recording techniques and technologies to basic editing and podcast publication. Beginning podcasters welcome!

Andrew Burkum is producer of the Phoenix Podcast Network, the audio affiliate of the Phoenix Creative Collective, a local para-multimedia organization of which he is a founding member. In 2017, he launched his first show, The Two Minute Beer Review, and currently produces eight shows ranging from daily shorts to full-length weekly programming. When not editing audio or writing copy for the podcast network, Andrew works as a voice over artist, specializing in providing narration for multiple industries and as a sound designer for film and stage.

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC!!!

SPONSORED BY GAMWS & THE CENTER FOR HUMANITIES